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BTME-401 STRENGTH OF MATERIAIS-II

Time allowed 3 Hrs

Note:
r. The question pep€r consist Sections A, B rnd C'

b. Section A is compulsory, Studentg are required to attempt any four questions in section B end any

nro questions in section C.
c. Each section carries 20 marla,
d. Asgune suitably missing data, if any'

SECTION A

l. (i) Delinc Proof resilience.

1ii) Write the equation of thilure of a material by shear strain energy theory. The materiat is

subjected to a complex stress system. The stress system is defined having principal stresses as ql

) o z ) 0 > o r .

(iii) Differentiate between open and closed coiled helical springs'

(io) Write the s6esses that are neglected while analyzing a closed coiled helicat spring subjected to

an axial couPle.

(v) Differerrtiate between thin and thick shells'

1vi) A thick cylinder is subjected to internal and external fluid pressures. Draw the radial and hoop

stress distribution across its thickness'

(vii) For a crane hook, locate the plane which is severely stressed.

(viii) Draw the shear stress distribution lbr a circular cross-section across its depth'

(ix) Det'ine shear centrc of a cross-section'

(x) Differentiate between the rim and disc in rcference to stresses developed in these components"

SECTTON B

Z. For uniform strenglh of a thin ciisc under rotational conditions, derive the equation of its thickness variation

in usual symbols.

3. A closed thick cylin4er has developed or. or and oc stresses at its inner-most radius due to sorne intemal

fluid pressure. D:.;ive the equations for change in its lenglh, inner diameter and volume in usual symbols.
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4' write the assumpJions rnade while deriving the stress equation for a curved beam having smal radius of
curvaturc.

Determine the interna! pressure which will increase the capacity of a steel cytinder with diameter/thickness
ratio of 30 by 0.057o of its orginal value? Assume E = 200 GFa and v = 0.3
A mild steel shaft is subjected to a torque of 3.0 kNm and bending momenr of 2.0 kNm. calculate the
diameter of the shaft required if the yield stess of the material is 200 Mpa and factor of safety is 2. Use
principal stress theory of failure.

SECTION C
A simply supported beam of span length 'C' carries a concentrated load. The load is acting at a distance of
'a' from one support and 'b' from other one i.e. [ = a * b. Using the Castigliano's theorem, determine the
deflection of the beam at the point of apprication of load in usual symbots.
A closed hclical spring of 80 nlm msan coil diameter extends by 40 mni under an axial load of 540.0 N.
Again. an angular rotation of 54o is caused when an axial torque of 26.0 Nm is apphed to the same spring.
Find the Poisson's ratio of,spring material.

A beam of T section with flange 300 mm x 30 mm and web 260 mm x 30 mm is subjected to shear force of
100 kN. Determine the percentage of shear force camied by the web.
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